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The high-rate performance of a multiwire proportional chamber of the LHCb muon detector was tested.

The chamber, equipped with the final front-end electronics, was tested using a �100 GeV muon beam

superimposed on a 662 keV g flux of variable intensity produced by the 137Cs radioactive source of the

CERN Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF). No significant variation in the muon detection efficiency or in

the time response of the chamber was observed at the highest gamma rate.

& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The LHCb muon system [1–3] that will operate at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN consists of five tracking stations
(M1–M5) placed along the beam axis. Each station is divided into
four regions (R1–R4) according to their distance from the beam
axis. The station M1, placed in front of the electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters, is equipped with 12 GEM chambers [4–8]
in region R1 (near the beam pipe) and with 264 two-gap
Multiwire Proportional Chambers (MWPCs) in regions R2–R4.
The remaining four stations (M2–M5) comprise 1104 four-gap
MWPCs [9–11]. In all MWPCs the anode wire planes are centered
in a 5 mm gas gap and consist of 30mm diameter gold-plated
tungsten wires [12] with 2 mm spacing.

In this paper we report a high-rate test of a MWPC of the muon
detector. The test was performed at CERN with the Gamma
Irradiation Facility (GIF) [13,14]. The chamber we tested belongs to
region R3 of station M3. As the gap geometry is identical for all
chambers, the results presented in the following are valid for all
the MWPCs of the muon detector.
ll rights reserved.

ci).
2. Experimental setup

The MWPC we tested is composed [15,16] of four gaps
(A, B, C and D in Fig. 1). The chamber was flushed with a
CO2=Ar=CF4 gas mixture, 40/40/20% in volume. In each gap
of the chamber, one of the two cathode planes is divided in
48� 2 pads of 2:7� 13:5 cm2. Each pad of gap A (C) is hard-wired
(Fig. 1) with the corresponding pad of gap B (D). This defines
the physical channel AB (CD) which is read out by a channel
of the front-end electronics (FEE). The outputs of the FEE
of two corresponding physical channels AB and CD are logically
OR-ed on the FEE board and provide a logical channel. The read-
out system of the tested MWPC thus comprises 192 physical
channels and 96 logical channels.

During the test, the four gaps were supplied by four
independent high-voltage (HV) lines. This allowed us to study
the chamber in three different configurations:
�
 The ‘‘four-gap’’ configuration: the four gaps (A, B, C and D) are
supplied at the same HV value. This will be the standard
configuration in the experiment.

�
 The ‘‘two single-gap’’ configuration: two gaps (AC or BD) read

out by two different FEE channels (Fig. 1) are set at the same
HV, while the other gaps (BD or AC, respectively) are switched
off. This configuration simulates a chamber of the M1 station,
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of the four-gap MWPC we tested. The four anode wire planes in gaps A, B, C and D were supplied by four independent high voltage (HV) lines. In each

gap a cathode plane is segmented in 48 pairs of pads. Two corresponding pads in gaps A (C) and B (D) are hard-wired and define a physical channel (PC). The OR of two

corresponding physical channels defines a logical channel (LC).
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where the MWPCs comprise two gaps, each one being read by
a different FEE channel (Fig. 1).

�

137Cs source

concrete wall

The ‘‘one double-gap’’ configuration: two adjacent gaps (AB or
CD), read out by the same FEE channel (Fig. 1), are set at the
same HV value, while the other two gaps (CD or AB,
respectively) are switched off. This configuration simulates a
four-gap chamber which operates as a double-gap because of a
FEE failure.
0 1 2 3 4 m

Muon beam
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Fig. 2. Setup of the test. The MWPC is exposed to the gamma emitted by the 137Cs

source and to the muon beam which is monitored by the scintillators S12S4.
The MWPC was equipped with the final version of the FEE. The
read-out electronics was mounted on 12 CARDIAC1 boards fixed to
the chamber. Each board comprised two CARIOCA2 chips and one
DIALOG3 chip. The CARIOCA [17] is an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) comprising 8 amplifier–shaper–discrimi-
nators with base-line restoration. The DIALOG [18,19] is an ASIC
with 16 input channels and 8 output channels. During the test, it
performed the logical combination of eight pairs of physical
channels into eight logical channels. It also makes it possible to
control the two CARIOCAs mounted on the same board and to
synchronize and count the pulses of the physical channels. The
FEE was monitored and calibrated by a Service Board (SB) system
[20,21].

The MWPC was placed in the experimental area (Fig. 2)
of the GIF [13,14] where it was simultaneously exposed
to a �100 GeV muon beam and to the 662 keV photon
flux coming from a 630 GBq (at the time of the test) 137Cs
radioactive source.

The photon flux could be varied by inserting different
absorbing filters in front of the source. These filters were specially
shaped to obtain a uniform gamma flux over the entire chamber
surface. In the measurements presented in this paper only one
filter was retained so that the MWPC was tested with the
maximum obtainable uniform gamma flux.

The muons defined by a coincidence between the scintillators
S1, S2, S3 and S4 (Fig. 2) are detected by the MWPC with (source
‘‘ON’’) and without (source ‘‘OFF’’) the photon flux. This allows us
to test the detection efficiency and the time resolution of the
MWPC in the presence of a high-rate background.
1 CARioca and DIAlog Circuits.
2 Cern And RIO Current Amplifier.
3 DIagnostic, time Adjustment and LOGics.
3. Measurements and results

3.1. Measurements with the radioactive source

The measurements performed with the radioactive source and
without the muon beam test the behavior of the MWPC without
the FEE. The current drawn by each gap of the chamber, in the
‘‘four-gap’’ configuration, was measured as a function of the
chamber HV. The 662 keV photons from the 137Cs source are
absorbed weakly when passing through the chamber, so that the
photon flux is, to within a few percent, the same on each of
the four gaps. The results of these measurements are reported in
Fig. 3a. For all the HV values the currents in the four gaps differ
less than �20% in agreement with the expected gain tolerance
[22]. In Fig. 3b (upper curve) the current density averaged on the
four gaps of the MWPC is shown as a function of the HV. For
comparison we report in the same chart (lower curve) the
measurements [11] recorded on a similar chamber, with a much
lower intensity 137Cs source. The similar behavior of the two
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Fig. 3. (a) Current drawn by each gap with the GIF source ON, as a function of the

chamber high voltage. (b) Current density averaged on the four gaps as a function

of the high voltage; upper curve: measured at the GIF with the source ON; lower

curve: measured with a lower intensity 137Cs source [11].

Table 1

Current density ðnA=cm2Þ in a gap of the MWPCs, expected at the LHC with a

luminosity of 2� 1032 cm�2 s�1 and no safety factor

Average current density ðnA=cm2Þ in the most irradiated chamber (in the most

irradiated cm2)

R1 R2 R3 R4

M1 – 15:0� 0:9 5:69� 0:45 3:18� 0:36

– ð32:4� 1:8Þ ð12:7� 0:8Þ ð6:19� 0:45Þ

M2 5:90� 0:41 1:96� 0:18 0:43� 0:08 0:14� 0:04

ð12:2� 0:7Þ ð4:72� 0:31Þ ð1:68� 0:15Þ ð0:70� 0:09Þ

M3 1:38� 0:12 0:39� 0:06 0:12� 0:03 0:04� 0:01

ð5:54� 0:37Þ ð1:48� 0:14Þ ð0:74� 0:09Þ ð0:49� 0:09Þ

M4 1:0� 0:11 0:30� 0:05 0:09� 0:03 0:03� 0:01

ð4:43� 0:30Þ ð1:52� 0:14Þ ð0:74� 0:09Þ ð0:45� 0:08Þ

M5 0:65� 0:07 0:18� 0:03 0:08� 0:03 0:02� 0:01

ð2:99� 0:22Þ ð1:27� 0:14Þ ð0:78� 0:09Þ ð0:49� 0:09Þ

The current densities are averaged on the most irradiated chambers (in the most

irradiated cm2) of the different regions (R1–R4) and stations (M1–M5) of the muon

system. The data refer to a gas mixture of CO2=Ar=CF4, 55/40/5% in volume and to

gain of 7:0� 104 corresponding [11] to a HV of 2.6 kV. In region R1 of station M1

the muon detector is composed of GEM chambers.
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curves4 ensures that no evident saturation effect is present up to a
current density of 28 nA=cm2.

To evaluate the significance of this result, the maximum
current density reached at the GIF must be compared with the
values expected at the LHC, in the different regions of the muon
detector. These values were calculated taking into account the
local particle rate, the ionization produced by a charged particle
crossing the gas gap and the gain of the chambers. The local
particle rate was estimated [23] from a Monte Carlo sample of
minimum bias events, assuming a luminosity of 2� 1032 cm2=s
and no safety factor. The ionization of a minimum ionizing
particle traversing the 5 mm gas gap, calculated [22] with HEED
[24], is for the final gas mixture �36� 2 electrons–ions pairs. The
gain of a MWPC was measured precisely [11] as a function of the
HV. At the working voltage of the chamber (2.60–2.65 kV) the gain
varies from 7:0� 104 to 9:7� 104. The current density expected in
the different regions of the muon detector was calculated from
these data. The results, summarized in Table 1, show that in all the
chambers of the muon detector the average current density is
below the value of 28 nA=cm2 tested at the GIF. Only in the most
irradiated cm2 in region R2 of station M1 the expected current
density is slightly larger than the tested value. No significant
space charge effect is therefore expected at the LHC in the MWPCs
of the muon detector.
3.2. Measurements with the radioactive source and the muon beam

To test the chamber and its FEE, the detection efficiency and
the time resolution of this system were measured with crossing
muons and with the source ON and OFF.
3.2.1. Detection efficiency

The detection efficiency of the chamber in a 20 ns time window
was measured at different chamber HV. In Fig. 4 we report the
results for the three chamber configurations and for the source ON
and OFF. In all the configurations, a lower detection efficiency is
observed (full points of Fig. 4) when the chamber is exposed to the
gamma flux. This is expected because of the dead time of the FEE.
To establish whether other causes are also present, the effect of
the dead time on the chamber efficiency was evaluated taking into
account the counting rate of a single logical channel when the
gamma flux is present (Fig. 5) and the electronics pulse width that
determines the dead time of a single channel. Because the signals
delivered by the ‘‘low-energy’’ photons of the 137Cs source in the
four gaps are uncorrelated, the muon detection inefficiency due to
the electronics dead time is different in the three chamber
configurations. In the ‘‘four-gap’’ and in the ‘‘two single-gap’’
configurations the crossing muon is detected by two front-end
CARIOCA chips (Fig. 1), so that even if one chip is blinded by a
photon the other one can detect5 the muon. In these two
configurations the dead time is therefore determined by the pulse
width (�25 ns) of the DIALOG chip. In the ‘‘one double-gap’’
configuration the muon is detected by a single CARIOCA chip
(Fig. 1) which could be blinded by a photon detected in the
double-gap considered. In that configuration the dead time is
therefore determined by the pulse width (�50 ns) of the CARIOCA
chip. The effect of the electronics dead time on the chamber
efficiency in the three configurations was evaluated by a Monte
Carlo simulation [22]. The chamber efficiency, measured with the
4 The data reported in the lower curve were taken with the final gas mixture of

CO2=Ar=CF4, 55/40/5% in volume. With this mixture the gain at 2.75 kV is �80%

higher than that with the present gas.
5 At the measured photon rate the probability that two photons blind

simultaneously the two CARIOCAs is negligible.
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source ON (full circles in Fig. 4), was then corrected for this effect.
The results reported in Fig. 4 (crosses) show that the decreased
efficiency observed with the source ON can be fully ascribed to the
dead time of the FEE. During the LHCb operation the highest rate
forseen is about 200 kHz, in a logical channel belonging to a ‘‘two
single-gap’’ chamber of region R4 in station M1 and the dead time
effect is expected to be negligible.
Time (ns)
10  20 30 40 500

Fig. 6. Time distribution of the particles detected by the MWPC in the ‘‘four-gap’’

configuration: (a) with the source ON; (b) with the source OFF. In (a) all the hits

recorded by the multihit TDC are included and the muon peak is superimposed on a

flat background due to the detected photons. The zero of the time scales are arbitrary.
3.2.2. Time resolution

The muon beam was monitored by a coincidence between the
scintillation counters S12S4 (Fig. 2) which gives the common stop
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to several 16-channel multihit TDCs. The time jitter of this
coincidence was estimated to be lower than 1 ns.

The start of the TDC channels is given by the logical channels of
the chamber corresponding to the cathode pads crossed by the
muon beam. A typical time distribution of the TDC, with the
source ON, is reported in Fig. 6a for the ‘‘four-gap’’ configuration.
In this chart a single event may contribute with many entries
corresponding to photons or muons detected in a 200 ns interval.
The main muon signal comes from the pad crossed by the muon,
but in some cases the cross-talk signal from adjacent pads
contributes to the spectrum of Fig. 6a with hits delayed by several
ns with respect to the main muon signal. To eliminate this
contribution, for each muon event only the hit closest to the mean
time to the muon peak was retained. The time distribution
obtained with the source OFF is reported in Fig. 6b. Similar time
distribution were obtained with the chamber in the ‘‘two single-
gap’’ and in the ‘‘one double-gap’’ configurations. From these
distributions the time resolution of the chamber is obtained with
the source ON and OFF. In Fig. 7 the time resolution is reported as
a function of the HV, with the source OFF and ON and for the three
chamber configurations. No noticeable effect of the gamma flux
on the time resolution of the chamber and its FEE is observed.
4. Conclusions

A MWPC of the LHCb muon system was tested at the CERN
Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF). Three chamber configurations,
corresponding to different HV settings of the anode wire planes,
were investigated. The chamber, placed on a muon beam, was
simultaneously exposed to the gamma flux coming from a
630 GBq 137Cs source. The current drawn by the chamber and
the output rate of the FEE during these tests were similar to those
expected at the LHC in the most crowded chamber of the muon
detector, with a luminosity of 2� 1032 cm�2=s and no safety
factor. The muon detection efficiency and time resolution were
measured. No effect of the photon flux on the time resolution was
found, while the observed decrease in the detection efficiency can
be ascribed to the dead time of the FEE. These results give
confidence that the expected performance of the muon wire
chambers will be fulfilled.
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